The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the revisions to the PCAOB’s proposed auditing standards related to the auditor’s assessment of and response to risk. Our comments are based on a thorough analysis and discussion, utilizing a core team of audit experts who serve on The IIA’s Professional Issues Committee. These individuals consist of Certified Public Accountants and Certified Internal Auditors who have worked in public accounting and in management position in small, medium, and large multinational companies.

These standards are extremely important to The Institute as our members work closely with external auditors on a daily basis. They will have a tremendous influence on the manner in which audits are performed and the level of testing required during an audit. As internal audit professionals, we are well-positioned to understand the true impact the standards have on audit practices as well as on governance and control practices within companies.

We applaud the PCAOB’s revisions to the original proposed standards. We believe these standards to be of high quality, and the changes in the draft, as advocated by many respondents, have aided in the improvement of such standards. We believe the transparency shown by the PCAOB in providing a second comment period enhances the objectivity of the process and exemplifies the professionalism of the PCAOB standards-setting process.

The following are our principal comments and observations. Detailed responses to the questions posed in the exposure document, and other matters related to specific standards, can be found in Attachment A.

1. We recommend simplifying the overall language within each of the standards, with more examples to reduce the chance of practitioner misunderstanding. In addition, avoiding unnecessary terms will ensure that the reader clearly understands the definition and intent of essential terms within the standards.
2. All seven proposed standards are rooted in the concept of audit risk. As such, we recommend improved references in the “Audit Risk” proposed standard to the other six proposed standards. In addition, all seven standards would benefit by including enhanced references and links to other related guidance. While we recognize the desire to limit cross references and have each standard “stand” alone, the reality is that these standards rely on one another to be understood and properly executed.

3. As the standards are written, there is not a clear connection between the various components of audit risk and how such risks impact the risk assessment process. All risk types should be clearly defined in the standards to explain how these risk types correlate. Specifically, a clearer discussion of the interrelationship of inherent risk, control risk, detection risk, and audit risk should be considered. Practitioners should clearly understand how inherent risk influences the expected design and operating effectiveness of internal controls that practitioners encounter during compliance testing to assess control risk. The level of substantive procedures is influenced by the final level of control risk (determined after the assessment of inherent risk and results of the compliance assessment) and level of detection risk the auditor is willing to accept. Inherent, control, and detection risk are not evaluated in separate silos. The increase or decrease in one — as evaluated by the practitioner throughout the course of the audit — will influence the others. This interaction should also be discussed, with relevant examples.

4. We recommend a standard on audit supervision be separated from the standard on planning as they are two individual and distinct topics. A discussion on supervision could better delineate the roles and responsibilities of the engagement partner versus other members of the audit team, as well as discuss the concept of risk and level of review that are currently discussed in the proposed standard, “The Auditor’s Responses to the Risks of Material Misstatement.” By including all aspects of supervision within one standard as opposed to including aspects throughout the other standards, we believe it strengthens the message of the standards as a whole.

The IIA welcomes the opportunity to discuss any and all of these recommendations with you. We offer our assistance to the PCAOB in the continued development of this guidance.

Best Regards,
DRAFT
Richard F. Chambers, CIA
President and Chief Executive Officer

About The Institute of Internal Auditors
The IIA is the global voice, acknowledged leader, principal educator, and recognized authority of the internal audit profession and maintains the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards). These principles-based standards are recognized globally and are available in 29 languages. The IIA represents more than 170,000 members across the globe and has 103 affiliates in 165 countries that serve members at the local level.
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Questions from Appendix 9 of the proposed standards are in bold italics, with The IIA’s responses following.

General Areas of Comment on the Original Proposed Standards

1. *Are the objectives in the proposed standards useful in providing context for the requirements in the standards?*

   Yes.

Other Comments:

   Other general comments have been highlighted in the response letter itself.

Proposed Standard - Audit Risk in an Audit of Financial Statements

2. *Does the new proposed standard on audit risk describe clearly the concept of audit risk and its components?*

   No. We believe improved clarity relating to audit risk and the various components of audit risk, including relevant examples, would strengthen the proposed standard. In addition, risk should be assessed at the assertion level only as a mechanism to determine the level of risk at the financial statement line item or disclosure level, not as a stand-alone assessment. This distinction should be clarified.

Other Comments:

   We recommend that paragraph 6 be enhanced by altering the examples provided. “A lack of sufficient capital” is not directly tied to a risk of material misstatement. Alternative language might be stylized as “A lack of sufficient capital or … may increase the level of fraud risk, drive a decline in control systems, or influence an increase in risk taking by the firm — all of which may lead to a higher risk of material misstatement.” In addition, more information on inherent risk and related examples would clarify this proposed standard.

We believe the standard could be improved by adding a discussion of the connection between the adequacy of a company’s system of internal controls and the likelihood of a material misstatement. Currently, paragraph 9 of this proposed standard states: “The level of detection risk is reduced by performing substantive procedures.” The word “performing” should be replaced with “adjusting the nature, timing, and extent of.” In addition, this paragraph does not adequately link the concepts of inherent risk and control risk from paragraph 7 to detection risk in paragraph 9. As it is currently written, the basic approach of the standard is that there is a binary view of control risk — it either is at maximum or at some low level. In reality, however, control risk varies between these extremes. Understanding the components of internal
control, and the level of control risk, is critical when assessing the level of substantive testing required to overcome the inherent risk of material misstatement. As currently stated, the standard implies that the effectiveness of the design and operation of internal controls is irrelevant to the level of substantive testing needed. The standard should clearly explain that inherent risk can be reduced by the adequacy of the company’s system of internal controls, while the adequacy of the controls and resulting control risk determination can have an impact on the level of substantive testing required.

Proposed Standard – Audit Planning and Supervision

4. Are the proposed requirements for multi-location engagements appropriately aligned with Auditing Standard No. 5?
   Yes.

5. Is it clear how the proposed requirements for multi-location engagements would be applied in audits of financial statements only?
   Yes.

6. Are the differences between the responsibilities for supervision of engagement team members and oversight of specialists in accordance with AU sec. 336 appropriate in light of the auditor’s responsibilities to opine with reasonable assurance on whether the financial statements are fairly presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the applicable financial reporting framework?
   Yes, but we recommend adding language to stress the importance of assessing the independence of specialists used during an audit.

Other Comments:

We believe the language included in paragraphs 20 and 21 regarding initial audits is too brief for the importance of this discussion. We suggest inserting language to emphasize the additional risks associated with a new client as well as the additional procedures that should be performed in these circumstances. Discussion of the increased level of detection risk inherent in initial engagements should be emphasized.

As noted in our overall comments, we believe supervision deserves a separate standard with expanded details regarding expectations for supervision such as the level of partner review of work versus subordinate staff, and the level of supervision of an expert’s work product.

Proposed Standard – Consideration of Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit

7. Are the provisions in the new proposed standard regarding consideration of materiality in multi-location engagements appropriate in light of the auditor’s responsibility to plan and perform audit procedures to detect misstatements that, individually or in combination, would result in material misstatement of the financial statements?
   Yes.

8. Are the revised provisions regarding reassessment of materiality appropriate in light of the auditor’s responsibility to plan and perform audit procedures to detect misstatements that, individually or in combination, would result in material misstatement of the financial statements?
   Yes.

Other Comments:
While we believe the new definition of materiality included in paragraph 2 of the proposed standard is excellent, we are not as favorable of the discussion of tolerable misstatement in paragraphs 8 and 9. While we understand this is a tool utilized by some external auditors and may be helpful when auditing large companies, we do not believe it should be a requirement, since this concept may not be as useful when auditing smaller companies. We suggest modifying the language in paragraph 8 around this concept to be a suggestion — “may determine the amount … at the account or disclosure level” — as opposed to a mandate. Paragraph eight should provide guidance to meeting paragraph 3’s requirement to “design and perform audit procedures to detect misstatements that, individually or in combination with other misstatements…” The current language could be misinterpreted and result in the auditor applying what is effectively a lower level of materiality and performing unnecessary procedures.

Proposed Standard – Identifying and Assessing Risks of Material Misstatement

9. Does the new proposed standard adequately describe the auditor’s responsibilities for performing risk assessment procedures that are sufficient to provide a reasonable basis for the identification and assessment of risks of material misstatement due to error or fraud and to design further audit procedures?
   Yes.

10. Are the auditor’s responsibilities regarding the additional procedures for understanding the company and its environment in paragraph 11 clear?
    Yes, although we suggest adding a bullet regarding relationships with insiders (e.g., officers, directors, and stakeholders).

11. Are the proposed requirements regarding obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting appropriate in light of the auditor’s responsibilities for identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement?
    Yes.

12. Are the proposed requirements regarding the discussion among engagement team members about risks of material misstatement appropriate given the auditor’s responsibilities for identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement?
    Yes.

Other Comments:

Related to this proposed standard, we recommend several sections be rewritten or expanded upon to improve the messages included therein. First, we recommend expanding upon examples included in paragraphs 16 and 17 on company performance measures to clarify this discussion and why this understanding is useful when identifying and assessing risks of material misstatement. As it is written, the vagueness of the term “company performance measures” could cause confusion as to the true intent of this proposed standard, and the examples provided do not explain why the measures are useful to the assessment process. For instance, these measures may become the basis for pressure on company executives. As it is written, the language appears to reference entity-level controls performed by management, which would reduce risk if deemed adequate. We believe the intent is to require the auditor to consider business trends and activities that may increase pressure on management and therefore increase the risk of inappropriate accounting due to a lapse in internal controls or fraud. These performance measures influence inherent risk which in turn influences control and detection risk.
Second, related to paragraph 69, we believe that while the presumption should be that improper revenue recognition (fraud) is a higher level risk, this presumption is not correct for every industry and company. As a result, we recommend rewording this paragraph to state that while revenue recognition should be presumed to represent a higher level risk, there are exceptions. In those cases, a determination that this risk is less than high risk for revenue recognition should be documented appropriately.

Finally, we believe the concept of significant risks included in paragraph 71 should be defined prior to this discussion to provide more insight to the reader. If the intent is to label these examples as having a higher likelihood of leading to a material misstatement, then the factors for evaluating the risk should be listed. If the intent is to label these examples as events that require additional emphasis and special audit procedures regardless of risk level in a given organization, then there should be an explanation as to why there is an emphasis on these items and what special procedures should be performed. It is not clear that special procedures are required if risk levels are not high.

Proposed Standard – The Auditor’s Responses to the Risks of Material Misstatement

13. Are the proposed requirements for overall responses and responses involving the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures appropriate given the auditor’s responsibility to opine with reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with the applicable financial reporting framework?

Yes.

14. Does the new proposed standard clearly describe when tests of controls are necessary in an audit of financial statements only?

Yes. However, it is not clear which standards apply to financial statements only. We assume, with the exception of paragraphs 16 through 18, all sections of the standards apply to both integrated audits and audits of financial statements only.

Proposed Standard – Evaluating Audit Results

15. Does the new proposed standard clearly describe the auditor’s responsibilities for accumulating and evaluating misstatements?

Yes.

16. Does the new proposed standard appropriately describe the auditor’s responsibilities for evaluating the presentation of the financial statements, including evaluating bias, in light of the auditor’s responsibility to opine with reasonable assurance on whether the financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with the applicable financial reporting framework?

Yes.

Other Comments:

Paragraphs 10 and 11 introduce the concept of “clearly trivial.” The PCAOB may wish to consider introducing this concept in guidance on materiality in the proposed standard “Consideration of Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit.”

Proposed Standard – Audit Evidence
17. Does the new proposed standard describe clearly how the auditor should determine the financial statement assertions to use for both integrated audits and audits of financial statements only?

No, however, we do not believe the proposed standard should address “how” the auditor should determine the financial statement assertions to use. In addition, we do not believe the assertion discussion in paragraphs 11 and 12 makes sense in the context of this standard. We recommend modifying this section to better align with the topic “Audit Evidence.”

18. Are there provisions in the to-be-superseded standards that should be retained?

No.

Other Comments:

Paragraph 11 regarding Financial Statement Assertions is not appropriate in the Evidence Standard. This section is better suited in the standards regarding risk assessment and responses to risk assessment. Not all assertions should be considered at risk of material misstatement for a given organization.